
Hello Wide Angle 

INTRODUCING - TASMANIAN SPIRIT ON SCREEN and the opportunity to work
part time with Wide Angle (applications closing soon!) 

Wide Angle Tasmania is excited to announce its latest initiative: a series of short
films on the subject of GRIT. With the generous support of the Tasmanian
Community Fund, WAT commissioned five films that are currently being
produced by Tasmania's top filmmakers. Exploring the concept of GRIT, these
films will tour regional towns and bring communities together to share in a
cultural and creative experience, whilst showcasing Tasmania's local talent. 

STAY TUNED! 

Our commissioned filmmakers are:

Vivien Mason is an awarded Tasmanian animator and
artist whose work has screened around the world. She
has worked extensively in film and television. Vivien's
iconic work on the recent animated web series There
Is No ‘I’ In Island (2021) has been nominated for
multiple awards.

 

Troy Melville and Jillian Mundy 

Both Troy and Jillian have collaborated previously, and
have extensive media careers. Troy has worked predominately in film and
television. Jillian is a pakana women and emerging filmmaker, who has worked
predominantly for the Koori Mail National Indigenous newspaper.

 



Matthew Newton is a
Hobart-based Photographer,
Director and
Cinematographer. Along with
Catherine Pettman he heads
up Rummin Productions. He
has shot numerous projects
for broadcast and festival
release. He regularly
photographs for editorial and

news publications throughout Australia.

 

Rebecca Thomson is a filmmaker based in
nipaluna/Hobart who loves storytelling and connecting
with people through a variety of formats and genres
but usually with humour and a twist. Rebecca's work
has screened at more than seventy film festivals
worldwide. One of her works has had around a million
views online.

 

Tom Chapman is a
Launceston based
cinematographer and director. Tom came to film-
making later in his career and loves the intimacy he
finds in working with his subjects. He is an avid
discoverer of stories and endless chaser of Tassie's
natural light.

Share your grit story with us!  Find our more about
the GRIT project here

 

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH WIDE ANGLE TAS

Project Officer (part time)
 
Applications open:  NOW
Applications close:  WED 25 MAY 2022
Start Date:  Early June 2022
Location:  South Hobart



WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA is your Tasmanian
screen hub and screen activator. We seek a
dynamic project officer to work with us on a
part time basis. Working closely with Wide
Angle’s new Executive Director, the project
officer will provide administrative and project
support to the organisation.  We seek a highly
organised and creative person with knowledge
of the film and television sector.  As an outward
facing role, we are looking for a friendly and
approachable person to represent our
organisation.

To read the application pack click here.

If any questions about the role contact Franziska Wagenfeld on P 03 6223 8344
| E franziska@wideangle.org.au

 

Wide Angle Tasmania
http://www.wideangle.org.au/
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